Abstract. The PAMELA and the ARINA experiments onboard satellite RESURS-DK1 are carried out since 2006 up to now. PAMELA instrument in the first place is intended to measure of high energy antiparticles in cosmic rays while main purpose of the ARINA instrument is study of high-energy charged particle bursts in the magnetosphere. Both these experiments have possibility to study protons in the inner radiation belt. Complex of these two instruments covers proton energy range from 30 MeV up to trapping limit (E= ∼2 GeV). Measurements with PAMELA and ARINA include both last minimum and maximum of solar cycle. It is important because existing empirical radiation belt models do not able to calculate trapped particle fluxes taking into account solar activity changing, e.g. widely used AP-8 model allows to evaluate proton fluxes just in two cases: for minimum or maximum of a solar activity. In this report we present temporal profiles of proton flux in the inner zone of the radiation belt (1.11 < L < 1.50, 0.18 < B < 0.22 G for 2006 -2015 year) based on PAMELA and ARINA measurements. Dependence of proton fluxes on degree of solar activity were studied for various phases of 23/24 solar cycle. At that it was shown that proton fluxes of energies >30MeV at the solar minimum several times greater than at the solar maximum.
1.
Introduction Knowledge about the behaviour of the inner radiation belt on its boundaries is important because it helps in better understanding a particle losses mechanisms. Though, in general, the inner radiation belt is a stable structure, its edges affected by various factors, such as changes in atmosphere density followed by solar activity changes [1] , changes in the Earth magnetic lines position due to decreasing dipole moment. There were quite a lot of measurements in the Earth radiation belts starting from 60th, see for example [2] [3], but none of them excluding POES programme [2] does not cover full solar cycle. In general there are unfilled holes in data on a low altitudes (low L-shells) of high energy particles E>100MeV, which affected by changes most.
Instruments.
The RESURS-DK1 satellite
The Resurs-DK1 satellite which carries the PAMELA and the ARINA instruments was launched on 15 th June 2006 into an elliptical orbit with altitudes of 350-610 km and an inclination of 70.4 degrees. The orbit was circularised on 10 Sep 2010 to constant 573 km altitude. At these altitudes the instrument crosses the radiation belt in the South Atlantic Anomaly zone 6-8 times a day, so it allows collecting enough data in this region to study trapped particle fluxes with high statistical accuracy.
The PAMELA spectrometer
The PAMELA instrument was designed for study of antiparticles in cosmic rays, but it also has possibilities to measure trapped particle flux of energies greater than ~80 MeV. The PAMELA apparatus, as shown in figure 1 , compounds of following subdetectors: a time of flight system (ToF), a magnetic spectrometer, an electromagnetic calorimeter, an anticoincidence system (CAS, CAT, CARD), a shower bottom scintillator and a neutron detector. In this analysis ToF and anticoincidence system was used. ToF produces a trigger signal if all of its planes are hit (i.e. it mainly registers protons with energy more than 80 MeV) and determines particle velocity and direction. For more detailed information see [4] .
The ARINA spectrometer
The ARINA spectrometer originally was designed to study high-energy charged particle bursts in the magnetosphere. It consists of 10 scintillator plates and has capability to identify electrons and protons and to measure energy of particles by its range in a multilayer detector. Scheme of the ARINA instrument is shown in figure 2 . Energy range of ARINA is 30 -110 MeV. For more detailed information see in [5] .
Methods
Different energy channels was performed by using different selection, 80<E<100 performed by selecting particles stopping in the last ToF plane, 100<E<120 by selecting particles stopping in first calorimeter plane, and E>300 MeV for particles moving through whole instrument. For ARINA energy channel was determine by number of planes a particle went before stopping. Because fluxes in the Radiation belt are complicated and vary with different parameters such as L-shell, B (or B/B0), Pitch-angle, time (of f10.7 or sunspot number), several multidimensional nets was created out of measured values of fluxes in its nodes. There are several such experimental multidimensional shapes were constructed as f(E,L,B,Pitch,t), f(E,L,B/B0,Pitch,t), f(E,L,B/B0,Pitch,f10.7) etc. To get dependence showed below corresponding projections of this net was used. Results are in form of multidimension shape where along first 5 dimensions E, L, B/B0, Pitch anf f10.7 are used and sixth dimension are flux. To work with this multidimension histogram special routine was created. 
3.Results and discussion
In the figure 1 and 2 shown proton flux dependence on B for different phases of solar cycle for the ARINA and the PAMELA correspondingly. It's seen that for maximum and minimum of solar cycle the ARINA and the PAMELA shown the same results 
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